
FLOUR MILL

Gholam Reza Yazdjerdi, Abolfazl AhmadKhanlou and Javad Karimi cofounded Taban Flour Mill in They were all bakers
who were running several major.

Gholam Reza Yazdjerdi and Mr. Through purchase of the most modern Buhler equipment in , a completely
renovated and up-to-date mill became operational in which according to Buhler experts Taban Flour Mill can
be considered as the most technologically advanced mill in the world. Our Flour We produce a unique range
of flours that are milled from selected wheat, rye and variety of healthy seeds, available in bulk and smaller
packaging. In , a special committee was formed to rank all of the approximately flour milling factories in Iran.
During the award ceremonies, a Golden Globe and a letter of commemoration were presented to Taban Flour
Mills. After instalation and starting to operation of the new machinery in the experts of buhler company
nominate Taban Flour Mills as the most modern mill in the world. In the beginning, Taban was a stone mill
having the capacity of grinding 10 tons of wheat in a hour period. Soon after the equipment were upgraded
into Russian made roller-mill with daily capacity of mt. These core features set us apart from the standard
flour millers in Bulgaria and establish our strong reputation in the market segment of healthy and dietary
flours. They originally planned to build a small mill in order to provide quality flour for their own bakeries.
Continuing its aim to enhance the quality of its flour, in , Taban Flour Mill installed the most up-to-date
cleaning machinery available at the time. This mill was then converted to a roller mill factory following the
purchase of Russian-made machinery in  Taban became one of the most highly regarded of all of the
flourmills operating in Iran. Our Principles One of the most exciting challenges in our job is to successfully
satisfy the ever-changing tastes and preferences of our clients. We do not use any preservatives or artificial
additives, thus unlocking the potential of our flours to perform naturally and achieve cleaner labels. At the
same time, Swiss-German made equipment replaced the equipment that had been purchased in  In order to
achieve that, we count on the following key principles: quality â€” we strive to offer the best products and
services in every area of our business. Javad Karimi are the original cofounders of company. Founded in it has
gained significant expertise in manufacturing high quality flours. They opened the mill originally to produce
flour for their personal use in their bakeries. The same attributes are still being followed by the current
management. Taban Flour Mills celebrated its fiftieth year anniversary and the members are looking forward
to continuing conducting a successful business in the new millennium. Today, it uses modern machinery for
the production of its wide variety of flours with main focus on people who appreciate the quality and purity of
the food they consume. Design and support by : ParsPazhoohan. Before establishing Taban, They had several
bakeries in and around Tehran, Iran. They were all bakers who were running several major bakeries in various
parts of Tehran. In Taban Flour Mill started its operation with a small stone-mill with daily capacity of 10mt.
Realising the importance of healthy and well-balanced food, we focus on keeping maximum level of
nutritional ingredients from the wheat and rye grains in our products. In a new factory building was
constructed at a new location within the city of Tehran, Iran where it still stands today. This change resulted in
increasing the finding capacity of the factory to tons a day. As the result, in , Taban Flour Mill received the
highest rating 


